
tuition fees UHIP 2023/2024
PhD domestic fees: $6,210 $2,004 $0 $8,214

PhD international fees: $6,210 $2,004 $756 $8,970
MASc domestic fees: $6,210 $2,004 $0 $8,214

MASc international fees: $28,900 $2,004 $756 $31,660
Scholarship min RA MIE Fellowship TOTAL Net Stipend for Student

domestic PhD - no other funding $0 $16,000 $17,214 $33,214 $25,000
international PhD - no other funding $0 $22,000 $11,970 $33,970 $25,000
domestic MASc - no other funding $0 $15,000 $13,214 $28,214 $20,000
international MASc - no other funding $0 $30,000 $21,660 $51,660 $20,000
Vector-Domestic MASc $17,500 $10,167 $8,381 $36,047 $27,833
Vector-International MASc $17,500 $25,167 $16,827 $59,493 $27,833
NSERC CGS-M $17,500 $10,167 $8,381 $36,047 $27,833
NSERC PGS-D $21,000 $10,000 $11,214 $42,214 $34,000
NSERC CGS-D $35,000 $5,333 $6,547 $46,881 $38,667
OGS - PhD $10,000 $14,500 $15,714 $40,214 $32,000
OGS - MASc $10,000 $13,500 $11,714 $35,214 $27,000
QEII-GSST - PhD $15,000 $12,000 $13,214 $40,214 $32,000
QEII-GSST - MASc $15,000 $11,000 $9,214 $35,214 $27,000
OGS - VISA - PhD $10,000 $19,667 $9,637 $39,303 $30,333
CSC Scholarship - PhD $26,400 $4,107 $4,107 $34,614 $25,644
GlobalLink - PhD (only in year 1) $15,000 $18,000 $7,970 $40,970 $32,000
GlobalLink - MASc (only in year 1) $15,000 $26,000 $17,660 $58,660 $27,000
IBET Fellowship $25,000 $8,667 $9,881 $43,547 $35,333
Other Domestic Masters (if schol>base) $10,000 $12,667 $10,881 $33,547 $25,333
Other International Masters (if schol>base) $10,000 $27,667 $19,327 $56,993 $25,333
Other Domestic PhD (if schol>base) $10,000 $13,667 $14,881 $38,547 $30,333
Other International PhD (if schol>base) $10,000 $19,667 $9,637 $39,303 $30,333

NOTES: base=$3,000
1) The Professor can provide more than the minimum RA stated in this document. ratio 0.50
2) For scholarships up to the base, the student's total funding will increase by the base.

base $3,000

5) Multiple scholarships are added together when funding is considered

3) For scholarships above the base, the student's total funding will increase by the base plus a third of the amount above the base. RA and MIE fellowship contributions will then be reduced equally.
4) Foreign government scholarships for international students will first reduce the MIE fellowship by that amount. Then the min RA will be reduced.
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